Program Management

Achieve timely and cost-effective construction, expansion, or modernization.

Organizations charged with the timely and cost-effective construction, expansion, or modernization of plant and distribution infrastructure face challenges in managing and coordinating numerous specialized teams. Poor communication or poor handoffs among program managers, field managers, specialty contractors, and suppliers can cause serious delays and painful cost overruns.

The risks of communicating construction and development project status without detailed, accurate, up-to-date information are unacceptable. Miscalculations or misinterpretations can cost millions in investment capital or ratepayer fees. High asset counts and geographically dispersed project sites present specific team challenges, including work package clustering and geospatial planning considerations.

Streamline project management for large infrastructures.

Atonix Digital™ Program Management helps organizations avoid delays and cost overruns that result from poor communication and poor handoffs among project leaders and stakeholders. With Program Management, organizations can confidently share detailed, accurate, up-to-date construction and project status reports without the risks of miscalculation or misinterpretation associated with manual processes.

Program Management is an all-in-one resource that combines the utility of geospatial mapping, workflow management, file sharing, team collaboration, and reporting tools in a secure, intuitive, and highly available portal delivered through the cloud. Developed to serve the unique needs of owners and construction managers of complex, widely distributed infrastructure (such as power generation and distribution systems, water systems, and telecommunications networks), Program Management empowers multiple managers and teams to achieve timely and cost-effective construction, expansion, or modernization.
Program Management provides an all-in-one resource that integrates geospatial mapping, workflow management, file sharing, team collaboration, and reporting tools.

Key Features

- **SUPERIOR VISUALIZATION & NAVIGATION:** Unparalleled user experience, driven by clear and impactful visual elements, resulting in a powerful, easy-to-learn tool, that integrates into virtually any environment.

- **MULTIFUNCTIONAL DESIGN:** Secure management of programs, file sharing, workflows, collaboration, and long-term asset management.

- **INTEGRATED PORTAL:** Centralized storage and access for photos, documents, design specifications, site-specific data, and discussion threads.

- **UNIQUE GEOSPATIAL PROJECT SEQUENCING:** Integrated GIS-based spatial engineering and mapping, time sequencing animation, in-depth status reporting and data analytics.

- **ROLES-BASED MANAGEMENT:** Flexible configuration of user access and permissions enables real-time collaboration among project teams and other stakeholders.

- **EASY DATA IMPORT:** Easy import of data from leading project management platforms, including Microsoft® Project Server, Oracle® Primavera, and HP Project Portfolio Management.

- **AUTOMATED REPORTING/DASHBOARDS:** Crisp dashboards, compelling displays, and automated reporting maximize productivity and reduce user fatigue.

Key Benefits

- **STREAMLINE MANAGEMENT AND EXECUTION:** Program Management provides a central hub for project teams to collaborate, track progress, protect and share files, and visualize current, past, and future program status on demand.

- **REDUCE COSTS:** Project managers can significantly reduce construction and ongoing management costs through built-in workflow automation, email integration, user annotation, detailed logging, and roles-based administration.

- **REVIEW PROJECT STATUS AT A GLANCE:** Program Management provides powerful visual summaries by integrating project management, engineering applications, geospatial mapping, time sequencing animation, and data-driven status reporting.

To learn more about Atonix Digital and our Program Management product, visit:

atonix.com

@AtonixDigital